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Abstracts

Synopsis

The Chinese government authorities issued the revised edition of 2011 for Catalogue

for the Guidance of Foreign Investment Industries on December 24, 2011, which came

into force as of January 30, 2012. The latest revised edition of 2011 for Catalogue for

the Guidance of Foreign Investment Industries will determine the license of industrial

access for foreign companies and investors’ entry into the Chinese lucrative market

and a global manufacturing base.

Latest Chinese Guide to Industrial Access for Foreign Companies and Investors

published by Access China Management Consulting Ltd provides the accurate and

timely guidance of latest Chinese industrial policies on license of industrial access for

foreign companies and investors.

Summary

Latest Chinese Guide to Industrial Access for Foreign Companies and Investors

published by Access China Management Consulting Ltd provides the detailed guidance

of latest Chinese industrial policies on license of industrial access for foreign companies

and investors.

The Chinese government authorities issued the revised edition of 2011 for Catalogue

for the Guidance of Foreign Investment Industries on December 24, 2011, which came

into force as of January 30, 2012. The latest revised edition of 2011 for Catalogue for

the Guidance of Foreign Investment Industries will determine the license of industrial

access for foreign companies and investors’ entry into the Chinese lucrative market
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and a global manufacturing base.

How many significant changes have taken place in the latest Chinese industrial access

policies for foreign companies and investors? How much major impact will be for foreign

companies and investors’ entry into the Chinese lucrative market and low cost

manufacturing base? Is mainland China still a lucrative market and a low cost

manufacturing base to attract foreign companies and investors in the foreseeable

future? A series of questions are facing foreign companies and investors expecting to

enter into mainland China. They are focusing on these questions that will determine

their decision-making.

Latest Chinese Guide to Industrial Access for Foreign Companies and Investors

provides the accurate and timely answers to these questions and guide foreign

companies and investors to achieve a successful entry into the Chinese lucrative

market and a global manufacturing base.

The organizations of this guidebook are arranged as following:

Chapter 2 will elaborate the evolution and latest significant changes of Chinese

industrial access policies for foreign companies and investors.

Chapter 3 will address the impact of latest Chinese industrial policies on license of

industrial access for foreign companies and investors.

Chapter 4 will provide, based on full and accurate statistical data and information from

the National Bureau of Statistics of China and authoritative international organizations, a

SCPT (strengths, challenges, prospects and threats /risks) analysis to help the foreign

companies and investors to make decisions and prepare for the future.

Chapter 5 will provide the latest English full text of Catalogue for the Guidance of

Foreign Investment Industries (2011 revised edition) to facilitate foreign companies and

investors to understand the latest Catalogue and give a comprehensive and thorough

knowledge of latest Chinese industrial access policies to foreign companies and

investors.

The guidebook concludes in Chapter 6 by highlighting the significant suggestions for

foreign companies and investors looking to achieve a successful entry into the Chinese

lucrative market and a global manufacturing base.

Scope

Latest Chinese Guide to Industrial Access for Foreign Companies and Investors

published by Access China Management Consulting Ltd provides the accurate and
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timely guidance of latest Chinese industrial policies on license of industrial access for

foreign companies and investors. The evolution and latest significant changes of

Chinese industrial access policies for foreign companies and investors, impact of latest

Chinese industrial policies on license of industrial access for foreign companies and

investors in manner of cases, and an in-depth SCPT (strengths, challenges, prospects

and threats /risks) analysis, based on full and accurate statistical data and information

from the National Bureau of Statistics of China and authoritative international

organizations, identified the issues that affect foreign companies and investors making

decision on industrial access through the prism of current strengths (strengths), current

challenges (weaknesses), future prospects (opportunities) and future risks (threats), the

English full text of Catalogue for the Guidance of Foreign Investment Industries (2011

revised edition), as well as some significant suggestions for foreign companies and

investors expecting to enter into the Chinese market are represented .

Reasons to buy

Who should buy this report?

Foreign companies and investors wishing to enter a lucrative market in China.

Foreign companies and investors interested in understanding the latest Chinese

laws and administrative regulations on application and approval of foreign

investment projects and business scope for foreign investment enterprise.

Senior executive officers engaging in regulatory and registration affairs for

application and approval of foreign investment projects and business scope for

foreign investment enterprise.

Non-Chinese Chamber of Commerce.

Non-Chinese consultative companies engaging in agent service for application

of registration for foreign investment enterprises with the Chinese government

authorities.

Non-Chinese law firms.

Non-Chinese universities, colleges, academic & research institutions

Non-Chinese university library, public library.
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Key Highlights

Evolution and latest significant changes of Chinese industrial access policies for

foreign companies and investors.

Impact of latest Chinese industrial policies on license of industrial access for

foreign companies and investors in manner of case by case.

An in-depth SCPT (strengths, challenges, prospects and threats /risks) analysis,

based on full and accurate statistical data and information from the National

Bureau of Statistics of China and authoritative international organizations,

identified the issues that affect foreign companies and investors making decision

on industrial access through the prism of current strengths (strengths), current

challenges (weaknesses), future prospects (opportunities) and future risks

(threats).

English full text of Catalogue for the Guidance of Foreign Investment Industries

(2011 revised edition) to facilitate foreign companies and investors to

understand it.

Some significant suggestions for foreign companies and investors expecting to

enter into the Chinese market.
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